The safe and durable solution that holds up consistently to heavy use and harsh environments.

Penntek’s Quartz System is a safe and durable coating for a variety of commercial and industrial applications. The quartz aggregate is embedded in the coating to create a non-slip surface with extreme durability, perfect for environments where floors may be wet and safety is a concern. The system is also highly abrasion and chemical resistant. It is designed to last.
The Quartz System uses a 100% solids polyurea basecoat with unique technology that offers extreme adhesion, rapid cure, and maximum broadcast time. This system offers a quick return to service which leads to less downtime for customers. Maximum recoat times contribute to the ease of application for the installers.

**How It's Made**
- PT 300 - Polyaspartic Polyurea Topcoat
- Quartz - (Blend of Choice)
- PT 300 - Binder Coat for 2nd Quartz Broadcast
- Quartz - (Blend of Choice)
- PB 200 - Polyurea Basecoat for Broadcast System

**Advantages**
- Pre-Tinted
- UV Stable
- Chemical Resistant
- Flexible
- Abrasion Resistant
- Slip Resistant
- Extreme Adhesion
- Choice of Cure Rates
- Long Open Times

**Typical Applications**
- Restrooms
- Commercial Kitchens
- Walk-In Freezers
- Wash Down Areas
- Showers
- Locker Rooms
- Loading Areas
- Pool Decks
- Veterinary Clinics
- High Traffic Areas

*SUPERIOR SYSTEMS AND DIVERSE SOLUTIONS*

Penntek Industrial Coatings has you covered when it comes to industrial flooring options. Whether it is rapid return to service, custom colors, or added wear resistance, we have the selection of products and systems to meet virtually any need.